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Management  Response:

UNECE  accepts  the  recommendation.

Follow  up  actions  and  responsibfflties:

Environmental  Performance  Reviews  (EPRs)  have  always  been  geared  to serve  needs  of  the  beneficiary
countries  and  the  EPRunit  will  continue  to align  the  EPRs  with  the  needs  and  priorities  of  the  beneficiary
countries.  In  particular,  the  EPR  unit  will  sensitize  the countries  to design  the structure  of  the  respective
review  to further  integrate  economic  sectors,  such  as agriculture,  energy  and  transport,

As a voluntary  programme  the EPR  has to be responsive  and support  the needs  and requests  of  the
countries  wifling  to have  their  environment  management  reviewed.  The  EPR  unit  will  continue  to respect
this mutual understanding  and will  ensure  that  the country  representatives  understand  and will  be
informed  about  the importance  of  integrating  environment  into  sectoral  policies,  such as agriculture,
energy  and  transport.  When  an EPR  report  is launched,  the  EPR  unit  will  also  explore  with  the  respective
country  the  initiation  of  a national  process  to monitor  and assess progress  in  the  implementation  of  EPR
recommendations,  includingthe  establishment  of  an inter-ministerial  working  group  necessaryto  support
the  integration  of  sectors,  such  as agriculture,  energy  and transport.

Responsible:  Antoine  Nunes,  Environmental  Affairs  Officer

Recommendation  2:

The'  EPR"unit  should  iffcrease  the  role  of  EPRs  in  supporting  the
relevant  SDGs.

Management  Response:

achievement  and  monitoring  of  EPR-
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{JNECE  accepts  the  recommendation.

Follow  up  actions  and  responsibffities:

The EPR unit  has organized  capacity-building  activities  to support  the achievement  and monitoring  of
EPR-relevant  SDGs. Several events supporting  these efforts  were organized  in the framework  of  EPR

Programme  (e.g. 4 peer-learning  workshops  in Minsk,  Astana,  Thilisi  and Budva)  and the {JNDA  Project

1819AE  "Evidence-based  environmental  governance  and sustainable  environmental  policies  in support
of  the 2030 Agenda  in South-East  Europe",  which  supports five countries  (Albania,  Bosnia and

Herzegovina,  Montenegro, North Macedonia,  Serbia) in formulating  actions  on the basis of  their  EPRs
in order  to acMeve  relevant  SDGs.

The EPR unit  will  work  with  the ECE Expert  Group  on EPRs at the 31st meeting  of  the EPR Expert

Group  on EPRs (22-23 0ct.  2020)  to start revising  the structure  of  the chapters in  order  to integrate  the

SDGs more  deeply  and coherently  and, based onthe  availability  of  funds  including  from  RPTC,  to design

capacity-development  activities  and materials  to support  countries  in  their  implementation  ofthe  relevant

recommendations.

Responsible:  Antoine  Nunes,  Environmental  Affairs  Officej

:The:oEmPmR eu':ut :h"oonuRl sleek advtce from  the,Expert  ;  on HP;Rs 6n the need and modal';t;6s  for deeper

Management  Response:

UNECE  accepts the recornrnendation..

Follow  up actions  and  responsibffities:

The EPRs have concentrated  on the state of  the environment,  environmental  management,  health  and
measurable  environmental  issues such as emissions.  Human  rights  issues related  to environment  have not

been covered  by EPRs and the EPR  unit  will  seek advice  from  the Expert  Group  on  EPRs  and OHCHR

colleagues  dealing  with  environment  and human  rights  how  and to what  extent  to address these issues.

The EPR  unit  will  invite  OHCHR  colleagues  to raise the issue of  human  rights  connected  to environment

in the next meeting  of  the Expert  Group  on EPRs. The EPR unit  will  then analyse and subsequently

implement  the recommendations  that the Expert  Group  will  give  on how  to cover  and integrate  human

rights  in the general  structure  of  EPRs at the 31st meeting  of  the EPR Expert  Group  on  EPR (22-23 0ct.

2020).

Responsible:  Antoine  Nunes,  Environmental  Affairs  Officer,

Recommendation  4:

UNE'CB should extend 66operation  with"pihqF'$,ffintiries ana ot!er  international  orgaffiatioris  for
organization'  of  the' fiiture  EPRs since'the  EPR'Progr-ae  covers several fields  thft  are b'eyond ihe

expertise  of  UNECE,  such as industt",  health,%a:cu'lfi4je,a-wajte  managemerit.ao0d-envirorffiental  risk
management.  This  should  include  WHO,  {JNEP,  UNIDO.

Management  Response:

UNECE  accepts the recommendation.

Follow  up  actions  and  responsibilities:

The EPR Programme  by  its nature  is a wide  ranging  and multi-faceted  and therefore  needs expertise  on

very diverse and specified issues -  such as biodiversity, protected areas management, waste and chemical
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management  and climate  change adaption  and mitigation.  The five  staff  of  the EPR unit  does not and
cannothave  allthis  expertise.  Therefore,  theEPRunithashadhundreds  ofUN  system,  in-kind  oroutside

experts  contributing-to  EPR  reviews  over  the course of  the past 23 years. For example,  dumg  the period
from  2015 to 2019, 162 experts  worked  on EPRs out of  which'41  were either  from  the EPR unit  or ECE.
The EPR unit  has collaborated  with  UNEP,  OCHA,  WHO  and OECD.

The EPR unit  will  continue  its long-standing  policy  of  using  the best available  experts  on specific  issues

and continue  and, if  possible,  expand  its contacts  with  WHO,  UNIDO,  {JNEP,  {JNDP,  FAO,  OECD  and
others for the best possible  expertise  on all environmental  issues  for the next  review  that  will  take place

spring  2020.

Responsible:  Antoine  Nunes,  Environmental  Affairs  Officer

Re'conninendation  5:

finariqi=g:-'

Management  Response:

UNECE  accepts the recornrnendation.

Follow  up  actions  and responsibilities:

As responses to the emerging  global  and regjonal  concerns,  new  concepts and approaches,  such as green

economy,  have been developed.  In 2011, the seventh  Ministerial  Conference  "Environment  for  Europe"

requested  the EPR Programme  in its third  cycle  to include  amongst  others, financing  in a green  economy

context.  However,  in some reviewed  countries,  the legal and policy  framework  for  green  economy  and
specific  green  economy  initiatives  are lacking.

The Pan-European  Strategic  Framew,ork  for Greening.the  Economy  provides  guidance  to an inclusive

green economy  that will  bring  investment  in innovation,  foster  the transfer  of  green  technology  and
products  and stimulate  sustainable  consumer  behaviour.  To respond  to the identified  challenge  and.based

on the Pan-European  Strategic  Framework  for  Greening  the Economy,  the, EPR  unit  will  work  with  the

Expert  Group  on EPRs and UNEP,  and in cooperation  with  OECD,  to design and increase  capacity-

development  activities  and materials  to support  countries  in integrating  green economy  approaches  at the

31st meeting  of  the EPR Expert  Group  on EPR (22-23 0ct.  2020).  These actions  will  be undertaken  in

order  to reduce environmental  risks and ecological  scarcities,  create green  jobs  and minimize  negative

consequences  for  enterprises  and vulnerable  groups.

Responsible:  Antoine  Nunes,  Environmental  Affairs  Officer

Recommendation  6:

UNECE  in colla't'ojation  with'CE,P,  EPR Expert  Group,': aonors and relevant  UN  and other'international

organizations  should  increase  the awareness and readiness  of  reviewedcourijries  to provide  'all necessary
uata and information  facilitating  a smooth incorporation  of  relevant  SIjGs  into  the reviews.  ':

Management  Response:

UNECE  accepts the recommendation.

Fonow  up  actions  and  responsibffities.:

The availability,of  data has been problematic  throughout  the time  6f  the EPR Programme.  The voluntary

nature  of  the,Programme  sometimes  hinders  the enthusiasm  of  the countg  under  review  to provide  the

necessary  data. There are several, sometimes  overlapping,  reasons  for non-pyovision  of  data. These
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include:  institutional  practices  of  ministries  and statistical  offices;  data  are considered  confidential;  or

data  for  specific  environmental  area not  being  collected  at all. In communications  with  the countries

under  review,  the EPR  Programme  has always  emphasized  the importance  of  the availability  of  good,

reliable  and timely  data.  The  rationale  for  having  data  for  EPRs  has been  that  good  data  enables  better

analysis  of  the  environmental  problems  leading  to good  recommendations  best  suited  for  the  needs  of  the

country,  including  the  incorporation  of  SDGs  in  the  reviews.

The  EPR  Programme  will  continue  to underline  the  need  for  reliable  data  and to increase  awareness  of

the reviewed  countries  of  the  importance  of  data  availability.  The  EPR  unit  will  seek  support  from  the

Executive  Secretary  arid the Statistical  Division  to obtain  the  necessary  data  for  future  countries  under

.review.  The  next  review  is expected  to take  place  spring  2020.

Responsible:  Antoine  Nunes,  Environmental  Affairs  Officer
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